
Hair loss:       Yes        No

Diagnosed with alopecia:       Yes        No

Eczema on scalp:       Yes        No

Psoriasis on scalp:       Yes        No 

Sensitive scalp:        Yes        No

Frizzy hair:        Yes        No

Hair condition:        Dry         Oily        Normal        Split ends

Scalp condition:        Dry         Oily        Normal        Dandruff

Hair health:         Healthy        Damaged

Use of hair appliances:          Daily        Sometimes        Rarely        Never

Hair products used at home:

Hair texture:         Fine        Medium        Thick        Course

Hair type:         Straight        Wavy        Curly         Coils

Recently colored hair:        No        Professionally        Self (date:                             )

Currently use hair extensions:       Yes (method:                                )         No

Previous reaction/sensitivity to hair treatment or color:       Yes        No

Any other known allergies or sensitivities:

I,                                                            agree that this form is true and accurate to the best of my
knowledge and that I have disclosed any conditions or history that may put me at risk for reactions to
any services received.

CLIENT PROFILE AND HISTORY

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS

HAIR AND SCALP HEATH

Today's date

First name

Address

Last name Middle initial

Birthdate Age

Email Phone

Signature Date signed



Some individuals may experience adverse reactions due to the application of hair color products.
Symptoms can include burning, redness, itching and/or swelling even if you have had your hair
colored in the past with no reaction. Your hair stylist can administer a patch test to determine if you
will experience a reaction to hair coloring. 

I understand that my hair may be in a stressed and weakened condition before receiving correction
services. I understand that receiving correction services to achieve my desired result may break or
worsen damage my hair if there has not been sufficient time between treatments to allow the hair to
strengthen. 

Indicate one:                   WAIVE the patch test                          TAKE the patch test

I,                                                            certify that I have read the information above. I fully accept
the responsibility for the decision to have this work done and give full permission to my hair stylist.

COLOR CONSENT WAIVER

PATCH TEST

PLEASE REVIEW AND SELECT ONE

Name

Please list any past reactions to hair products

Treatment date

Signature Date signed



              I understand that my hair may be in a stressed and weakened condition before receiving
correction services. I understand that receiving correction services to achieve my desired result may
break or worsen damage my hair if there has not been sufficient time between treatments to allow
the hair to strengthen.

              I accept full responsibility for explaining my expectations to my hair stylist. I understand
that it may take multiple visits, even months, to achieve the final goal. I will inform my hair stylist of
any questions or concerns during my initial consultation.

              I understand that each subsequent visit will be considered a new service to be
charged separately.

              I certify that I was informed that chemical processes may cause damage to the integrity of
my hair. I understand that my hair stylist will do their best to achieve my desired results while
realistically considering hair health.

              I release my hair stylist or salon of liability if the correction process has unexpected
or undesired results.

I,                                                            certify that I have read and initialed the statements above to
verify my understanding and consent. I fully accept the responsibility for the decision to have this
work done and give full permission to my hair stylist.

COLOR CORRECTION WAIVER

This document will describe the possibilities and side effects associated with color correction. Please
review the following information and sign to verify your understanding. 

REVIEW THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS AND INITIAL TO VERIFY YOUR UNDERSTANDING

Signature Date signed



              I acknowledge that the service is final after the application. Any changes to the 
style after application will be charged accordingly and additionally. 

              I acknowledge that hair extensions are sensitive compared to intact human hair. I
have been informed of the daily maintenance procedure. I accept full responsibility for
following the daily maintenance procedure in order to keep my extensions in the best
condition possible. I certify that I am aware that if I brush my hair with too much force that
the extensions can get pulled and be ripped from the roots.

              I verify that I have inspected and approved the hair extensions and the color that
are to be installed in my hair. I verify that all hair sales are  final and non refundable. 
             

               I am aware that with proper care on my part, the hair extensions should remain in
my hair for at least          weeks. I understand that failure to comply with the recommended
care may negatively affect results.

              I certify that if an allergic reaction occurs, I release my hair stylist or salon of any 
liability for reactions, damage, or sensitivities that occur from any services received.

              I understand that the charge for the removal of hair extensions is not included in 
the original fee and may be subject to an additional charge.

I,                                                            certify that I have read and initialed the statements above to
verify my understanding and consent. I fully accept the responsibility for the decision to have this
work done and give full permission to my hair stylist.

HAIR EXTENSIONS WAIVER

This document will describe the possibilities and side effects associated with hair extensions. Please
review the following information and sign to verify your understanding. 

REVIEW THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS AND INITIAL TO VERIFY YOUR UNDERSTANDING

Signature Date signed



PHOTO AND VIDEO CONSENT

This document is to request your permission to take photos of you and the treated areas before and/or
after the procedure(s). These photos may be used for advertising and marketing, portfolios, training,
and other use. Your consent is necessary in order to proceed with using said photos. 

Please select one of the following options regarding your consent for use of photos from your
procedure: 

YES, you may use photos of me and my treated areas

Signature Date signed


